MTS and NCTD Launching Mobile Ticketing App for All Bus, and Rail Services

What: MTS and NCTD officials will announce the launch of Compass Cloud, the region-wide mobile ticketing app for bus and rail services. It is the first mobile ticketing app that is good for both transit agencies, good 7 days a week and available for MTS Rapid, MTS bus, the Trolley and NCTD COASTER, SPRINTER and BREEZE.

The app goes live on Thursday, March 30.

Compass Cloud is the Anytime, Anywhere mobile ticketing solution for MTS and NCTD passengers. The two systems log more than 100 million passenger trips annually.

Compass Cloud will allow passengers to:
- Purchase transit fares anytime, anywhere
- Store tickets on their phones for future use
- Use multiple tickets on one device
- Board quickly and easily
- Put the ticket vending machine in the palm of their hand

When: Thursday, March 30 (TOMORROW) 11 a.m.

Where: Old Town Transit Center
4005 Taylor St.
San Diego, CA 92110
**Media parking highlighted in map below – use bus bays on east side of tracks**

**Speakers:** Harry Mathis, MTS Board Chair  
Paul Jablonski, MTS Chief Executive Officer  
Tony Tom, moovel North America Vice President of Accounts  
Jade Taylor-Yanez, San Diego transit rider

**Visuals:** MTS Bus wrapped in Compass Cloud advertisement  
Trolley, bus and COASTER activity in background  
Easel displays with advertisements and fare structures  
Over-the-shoulder app demonstrations
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